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Scope 
 

The International Organizations Law Review (IOLR) is a peer-reviewed journal that only publishes articles 

that have passed through an anonymous review process. After the Second World War, the law of 

international organizations developed as a separate, but not separable, discipline within the sphere of 

public international law. The International Organizations Law Review functions as a discussion forum for 

both academics and practitioners active in this discipline. The Review offers two foci: one based in the 

world of scholarship and the other in the world of practice. Academic scholarship offered in the Review 

will focus on general and theoretical developments in international institutional law, while practitioner 

views offer a forum to identify and discuss legal developments within existing international 

organizations.  

 

Ethical and Legal Conditions 
 

The publication of a manuscript in a peer-reviewed work is expected to follow standards of ethical 

behaviour for all parties involved in the act of publishing: authors, editors, and reviewers. Authors, 

editors, and reviewers should thoroughly acquaint themselves with Brill’s publication ethics, which may 

be downloaded here: brill.com/page/ethics/publication-ethics-cope-compliance. 

 

Online Submission 
 

IOLR uses online submission only.  Authors should submit their manuscript online via the Editorial 

Manager (EM) online submission system at: editorialmanager.com/iolr.  

First-time users of EM need to register first.  Go to the website and click on the "Register Now" link in the 

login menu. Enter the information requested.  During registration, you can fill in your username and 

password. If you should forget this username and password, click on the "send login details" link in the 

login section, and enter your e-mail address exactly as you entered it when you registered. Your access 

codes will then be e-mailed to you. 

Prior to submission, authors are encouraged to read the “Instructions for Authors”. When submitting via 

the website, you will be guided stepwise through the creation and uploading of the various files. 

A revised document is uploaded the same way as the initial submission. The system automatically 

generates an electronic (PDF) proof, which is then used for reviewing purposes. All correspondence, 

including the editor’s request for revision and final decision, is sent by e-mail.  

 

Double-blinded Peer Review 
IOLR uses a double-blind peer review system, which means that manuscript author(s) do not know who 

the reviewers are, and that reviewers do not know the names of the author(s). When you submit your 

article via Editorial Manager, you will be asked to submit a separate title page that includes the full title 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
https://brill.com/page/ethics/publication-ethics-cope-compliance
http://www.editorialmanager.com/iolr/default.asp
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of the manuscript, the names and complete contact details of all authors, the abstract, keywords, and 

any acknowledgement texts. This page will not be accessible to the referees. All other files (manuscript, 

figures, tables, etc.)  should not contain any information concerning author names, institutions, etc. The 

names of these files and the document properties should also be anonymized.  

 

File Format 
Please upload source files such as .doc, and not .pdf files.  

 

Contact Address 
For any questions or problems relating to your manuscript please contact: iolawreview@gmail.com. For 

eventual questions about Editorial Manager, authors can also contact the Brill EM Support Department 

at: em@brill.com.  

 

Submission Requirements 
 

Language 
Manuscripts should be written in British English. Spelling should be consistent throughout, and the 

preferred reference source is the Oxford English Dictionary. 

 

Manuscript Structure 
 

− The preferred font and size for text and footnotes are Times New Roman 12 pt and Times New 

Roman 10 pt, respectively. Do not use bold or underline formats to emphasise a word or sentence. 

Words should only be emphasised using italics, sparingly. 

− Articles must be typed, double-spaced or 1.5 lines throughout with wide margins. One space after 

each punctuation mark is sufficient; after a full stop (.) there should only be one space. 

− When beginning a new section the first paragraph should not be indented, however, subsequent 

paragraphs should be indented. 

− Do not make reference within the text to other parts of the text using page numbers. Use section 

headings, numbers/letters, or a prose description of the part of the text you wish to refer to. 

 

Title Page 
Authors should submit a separate title page with the title of the manuscript, the author(s)’ name(s) and 

affiliation(s), an abstract and keywords, and the text of the paper. 

The author’s current and/or main affiliation should be given under the author’s name:  

Professor of X, D, University of X, City 111101, USA; e-mail: name@site.edu. 

A full address is optional, an e-mail address mandatory. 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
mailto:iolawreview@gmail.com
mailto:em@brill.com
mailto:name@site.edu
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Authors should place an asterisked footnote after their name, and provide a short biography, of 200 

words or less on the first page.  

 

Anonymized Manuscript 
The manuscript begins with the title of the manuscript, followed by the abstract and keywords. 

 

Abstract and Keywords 
Authors should provide an abstract of 100-150 words, and 3-8 keywords. 

 

Headings 
Use initial capitals for all words except prepositions and articles, and all words that contain five letters or 

more: Disputes between an Employer and an Employee.  

Headings should follow the following format: 

1 Formal Requirements for the Prompt Release of Vessels and Crews 

1.1  Introduction 

1.2 Information and Consultation 

1.3 The Proceedings 

1.3.1  Nature of the Proceedings 

1.3.2  Preliminary Proceedings 

1.3.2.1 Abuse of Rights 

1.3.2.2  Local Remedies 

 

Italics 
− Only italics are used for emphasis, do not use bold or underline. 

− Italics should be used sparingly. If used too often the emphasis will be weakened. 

− Foreign and Latin words should be italicised. 

− All case names should be italicised. However, the word case and the v. should not be italicised: 

Hermes v. FHT Marketing case. 

 

Dates and Time 

− For dates including day, month and year us: 1 January 2003. 

− If only month and year are included use:  January 2003. 

− If only month and day are included use: 1 January. 

− Years should be separated by an n-dash: 1980−1986 

 

Monetary Amounts 
− Do not use dollar signs; use USD (US dollars), SEK (Swedish Kronor), EUR (Euro), etc.  

 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
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− Place the abbreviation directly before the amount it refers to: USD 100.  

 

Numbers 
− Spell out numbers from one to ten (except in pages, legislation, dates and other similar references) 

−  Use numerals for numbers 11 and higher.  

− Also use numerals throughout for dates and times. 

− For percentages spell out the word per cent. For example, eight per cent, not 8%. 

− Spell out fractions. For example, two-thirds or three-quarters. 

 

Quotations 

− Short direct quotations should be enclosed in double quotation marks (“ ”) and run on in the text. 

− Single quotation marks (‘ ’) are used to distinguish words, concepts or short phrases under discussion.  

− Quotation marks should come before all punctuation, except in cases where the entire sentence is a 

quotation, e.g.: He said: “I agree with you”. “Don’t do it.” 

− Where the quoted material begins with a capital but is being placed in the middle of a sentence and 

the letter should grammatically be lower case, place the letter in square brackets and change to 

lower case: 

As explicitly stated in Article 20 “[a]ny propaganda for war shall be prohibited by law”. 

− Omission points 

o Use to designate that the quoted material has omitted information (usually only in a 

sentence). 

o Should be styled as three spaced points (full stops), with a space before the first point and a 

space after the last point. 

o When used within quotations, omit all punctuation (including full stops) immediately prior 

to the omission points. 

o It is unnecessary to include omission points at the beginning of a quote if the first letter of 

the quoted material is in lower case. The lower case letter denotes that the quote comes from 

the middle of a sentence. 

Article 6 also states that the right to life “shall be protected by law”. 

Article 50 states that the “. . . Covenant shall extend to all parts of federal states 

without any limitations or exceptions”.  

 

Block Quotes 

− For larger sections of quoted text (i.e., anything over four lines) use block quotes. 

− Set these off from other text by adding a blank line above and below the section, and indent the block 

of text on the left and right by five points.  

− These larger sections, or ‘block quotes’, should be enclosed in quotation marks. 

 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
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Footnotes and References 
The journal uses footnotes, not endnotes or a bibliography. 

 References should adhere to the specifications below in accordance with the publisher’s requirements. 

Any omissions will be returned to the author for completion. Please adhere to the following:  

− Footnotes should be in Times New Roman 10 pt. 

− All footnotes should end with a full stop. 

− When in doubt, provide all information – it is easier and faster to cut than to hunt down minutiae. 

− If there is only one footnote in a sentence the footnote should follow all punctuation. However, 

when there is more than one footnote the footnotes should be placed after the idea, quote, article, 

etc, except for the last footnote, which should follow all punctuation.  

Article 6 can be said to predate the Covenant by many years.12 

Both case law13 and customary practice illustrate this point.14 

− The abbreviation(s) should be followed by a full stop, then a space and finally the page(s) or 

paragraph(s) referred to.  

Page ranges should be separated by an en dash: pp. 26−46.  

The following abbreviations should be used: 

o pp. = pages 

o p. = page. 

o para. = paragraph 

o paras. = paragraphs 

− et seq. is preferred to ff. 

− All signals should be italicised in footnotes. Signals (for example: see, see also, Cf., but see, etc.) should 

not be separated from the rest of the citation by a comma, except for e.g.: 

  See also Rispoli v. Italy, 30 October 2003 . . . 

 

References and Cross References (Supra Note and Ibid.) 

− When referring to a previously cited work use the following format: authors surname, supra note . . . 

and give the number of the footnote in which the work was first cited: 

Bogdan, supra note 8.  

When referring to a previously cited work but referring to a different page than what was originally 

cited indicate the page referred to: Crawford, supra note 8, p. 25. 

− When referring to a work cited immediately above the citation in question, and referring to the same 

page, use the following: Ibid. Remember: use ibid. only for immediately preceding references, 

otherwise, use supra note. 

− In cases such as no. 3 above, but referring to a different page or paragraph number indicate the page 

referred to:  Ibid., p. 4. 

 

 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
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Journal Articles  
At the end of journal references, please also insert the DOI number, whenever available.  

An A. Author, ‘The Title of the Article’ (2022) 1 Journal Title pp. 1−20. 

Roger O’Keefe, ‘The Admission to the United Nations of the Ex-Soviet and Ex-Yugoslav States’ 

(2001) 1 Baltic Yearbook of International Law p. 170. 

Ole Spiermann, ‘Humanitarian Intervention as a Necessity and the Threat or Use of Jus Cogens’ 

(2002) 71:4 Nordic Journal of International Law pp. 530−534. 

 

Books 
An A. Author, The Title of the Book (Publisher, City, 2022) pp. 1−20. 

An A. Author (ed.), The Title of the Book (Publisher, City, 2022) pp. 1−20. 

Leif Holmström (ed.), Concluding Observations of the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial 

Discrimination (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2002), pp. 77−79. 

 

Chapters in Books 
An A. Author, ‘The Title of the Article in the Book’, in An A. Editor and B. Editor (eds.), The Title of the 

Book (Publisher, City, 2022) pp. 1−20. 

pp. 1−20. 
Asbjørn Eide, ‘Cultural Rights and Minorities: Essay in Honour of Erica-Irene Daes’ in G. Alfredsson 

and M. Stavropoulou (eds.), Justice Pending: Indigenous Peoples and Other Good Causes (Kluwer Law 

International, The Hague, 2002), p. 83. 

 

Website/Internet References  

For journal articles, books, case law, newspaper articles, and other documents accessed via the  
Internet simply cite as normal adding the URL (website address) in angle brackets (omitting http://) and 

the date the material was accessed to the end of the citation.  

Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 8 July 1996, International Court of Justice, 

Advisory Opinion, paras. 61−63, <www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/icases/iunan/iunanframe.htm>, 29 

October 2003. 

 

If the material does not lend itself to the above mentioned citation format provide the following 

information in this order: 

− The author’s first name followed by the author’s surname (If relevant) and/or issuing institution, 

group, etc. (if relevant) 

− Title of document in italics. 

− URL (website address) in angle brackets omitting http://. 

− Date that the material was accessed. 

 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
file:///C:/Users/Kaldenbach/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/O8OAVCM0/www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/icases/iunan/iunanframe.htm
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Case Law 
The following information should be contained in this order:  

− Case name in italics, excluding ‘v.’ which should be in roman. 

− Parties to the case if not included in case name, in parentheses. 

− Date of judgement. 

− Issuing court. 

− In the absence of any indication to the contrary the cited case is a judgement on the merits. Any 

variation from that should be stated. For example, advisory opinion, a dissenting opinion, 

provisional measures or if it has some other unique characteristic. 

− Reference or application number (if applicable). 

− Source, however, if accessed by Internet cite appropriately, see above. 

− Specific page(s) or paragraph(s) referred to (if applicable). 

International Court of Justice 

Arrest Warrant of 11 April 2000 (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Belgium), 14 February 2002, 

International Court of Justice, Provisional Measures, I.C.J. Reports 2000, p. 182. 

Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, 8 July 1996, International Court of Justice, 

Advisory Opinion, paras. 61−63, <www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/icases/iunan/iunanframe.htm>, 29 

October 2003. 

European Court of Human Rights  

 Rispoli v. Italy, 30 October 2003, European Court of Human Rights, no. 00055388/00, para. 26, 

<hudoc.echr.coe.int/hudoc/ViewRoot.asp?Item=1&Action=Html&X=1030183728&Notice=0&Not

icemode=&RelatedMode=1>, 29 October 2003. 

Velikova v. Bulgaria, 18 May 2001, European Court of Human Rights, no. 41488/98, Reports of 

Judgments and Decisions 2000-VI, para. 92. 

Inter-American Court of Human Rights 

The Case of the Mayagna (Sumo) Awas Tingni Community v. Nicaragua, 31 August 2001, Inter-

American Court of Human Rights, Series C No. 79, para. 164, 

<www.corteidh.or.cr/seriecing/serie_c_79_ing.doc>, 29 October 2003. 

 

UN Documents, Publications and Resolutions 
The following information should be contained in this order: 

− Author/agency/body (if necessary). 

− Title in italics (if necessary). 

− Document symbol or publication sales number in parenthesis. 

− Specific page(s) or paragraph(s) referred to (if applicable). 

Report of the working group on a draft optional protocol to the Convention against Torture and 

Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment on its Tenth Session 

(E/CN.4/2002/78), para. 38. 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
file:///C:/Users/Kaldenbach/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/O8OAVCM0/www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/icases/iunan/iunanframe.htm
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file:///C:/Users/Kaldenbach/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/O8OAVCM0/hudoc.echr.coe.int/hudoc/ViewRoot.asp%3fItem=1&Action=Html&X=1030183728&Notice=0&Noticemode=&RelatedMode=
file:///C:/Users/Kaldenbach/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/O8OAVCM0/www.corteidh.or.cr/seriecing/serie_c_79_ing.doc
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Publication 
 

Proofs 
Upon acceptance, a PDF of the article proofs will be sent to each author by e-mail to check carefully for 

factual and typographic errors. Authors are responsible for checking these proofs and are strongly urged 

to make use of the Comment & Markup toolbar to note their corrections directly on the proofs.  At this 

stage in the production process only minor corrections are allowed. Alterations to the original 

manuscript at this stage will result in considerable delay in publication and, therefore, are not accepted 

unless charged to the author. Proofs should be returned promptly. 

 

E-offprints 
A PDF file of the article will be supplied free of charge by the publisher to authors for personal use. Brill 

is a RoMEO yellow publisher. The Author retains the right to self-archive the submitted (pre-peer-review) 

version of the article at any time. The submitted version of an article is the author's version that has not 

been peer-reviewed, nor had any value added to it by Brill (such as formatting or copy editing). The 

Author retains the right to self-archive the accepted (peer-reviewed) version without any embargo 

period. The accepted version means the version which has been accepted for publication and contains 

all revisions made after peer reviewing and copy editing, but has not yet been typeset in the publisher’s 

lay-out. The publisher’s lay-out must not be used in any repository or on any website 

(brill.com/resources/authors/publishing-books-brill/self-archiving-rights).  

 

Consent to Publish 
 

Transfer of Copyright 
By submitting a manuscript, the author agrees that the copyright for the article is transferred to the 

publisher if and when the article is accepted for publication. For that purpose the author needs to sign 

the Consent to Publish which will be sent with the first proofs of the manuscript.  

 

Open Access 
Should the author wish to publish the article in Open Access he/she can choose the Brill Open option. 

This allows for non-exclusive Open Access publication under a Creative Commons license in exchange 

for an Article Publication Charge (APC), upon signing a special Brill Open Consent to Publish Form. 

More information on Brill Open can be found on www.brill.com/openaccess. 

 

 

http://www.brill.nl/acm
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